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sections of this form; note that we reserve the right to edit for clarity and space requirements. 
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	First Name: Cydney
	Last Name: Matthews
	Title: Student
	Organization  Company: CENE, Northern Arizona University
	Cell Phone: 480-285-8604
	Email: cmm633@nau.edu
	Title 12 words max: Ponderosa Pine Forest Thinning and its Effects on Snow Water Resources
	Summary 25 words max for the program booklet: Forest thinning on the Coconino
	1: Plateau will decrease canopy intercept of snowfall and the subsequent loss of snow water to 
	2: sublimation. The potential surplus of snow water equivalentreaching the ground is estimated.
	bio: Cydney Matthews is a 21-year-old environmental engineering student, starting her senioryear at Northern Arizona University in the Fall of 2017. She enjoys reading, hiking, andspending time with friends and family. When she is not in the engineering building, you can findher skiing at Snowbowl or playing with her mischievous dog.
	Abstract: The impact of forest thinning on additional accumulations of snow on the ground is notwell understood Nevertheless, the Four Forest Restoration Initiative (4FRI) will remove 1.4 ∗10& trees, over 300,000 acres, across the Coconino National Forest. Ponderosa Pine treecanopies intercept snowfall and in the hours and days immediately after a snow storm, return thatintercepted snow water back to the atmosphere via sublimation. As a result, the snow waterequivalent (SWE) of that intercepted snow never makes it to the ground as either snow or assnow melt. For this investigation, snow water equivalent (SWE) measurements were madearound and adjacent a typical Ponderosa after each storm of the 2016/17 winter. This data wasanalyzed to estimate the surplus of water that would result if that tree was removed and itscanopy intercept eliminated. The average snow “deficit” surrounding the circumference of aPonderosa Pine tree was measured and subsequently extrapolated to how much more SWEwould accumulate at the ground as a consequence of forest thinning. 


